Primary 3/4

Pupil Voice – Mrs St Clair asked,
“What are you enjoying in school and what could
we improve?”

The pupils reflect on their learning-

“I like PE because we get to run around,” Callum.

“I loved learning about how the water cycle
works and singing the water cycle song,” Sophia.
“I enjoy learning French because it is a new
language for me,” Eden.

“I love learning about Bridges,” Jay.
“I feel good about counting to 20 in French,” Erin.

“I learned all about bullying in Anti-Bullying
Week and now I know what to do if anyone ever
bullies me,” Alice.

“I would like our school to be quieter,” Imogen.

“When I started HTU exchange I thought it

“I would like better lunches!” Louisa.

would be hard but I kept trying and trying and I
got better and better,” Luke.
“In music I can clap rhythm and pulse,” Isla.

“I’ve learned so much about being careful with my

“ I’ve learned how to measure in cm,” Benjamin.

spelling and how to improve my writing,” Freya.

Homework - Feedback so far, suggests
parents like the new format of homework grid
which gives your child choice about the
activities to complete. I do appreciate your

Maths - Some of our maths activities
have included *working with numbers to 999

support with your child’s learning. Remember,

*adding and subtracting with exchange

there is a feedback form to let me know of

* counting forwards and backwards in
tens and hundreds

any suggestions or problems!
IDL- We discovered many interesting things
last term when we were learning about Under
The Sea. In October and November our mini
topics have included Growth Mindset,
“I can do this.” “Don’t give up!”
and Anti-Bullying Week 2018.

*using the calendar
* estimating and measuring length
* discussing maths strategies to
improve our learning
* playing maths games

“I can do this.” “Don’t give up!”
Taking part in Anti-Bullying Week 2018 gave us the opportunity to discuss the different kinds of
bullying, what we should do if bullying happens to us and how we should behave as a class to uphold
our school values-

respect responsibility resilience
We also linked simple acts of kindness as being a very powerful tool against bullying. Our
homework has featured ‘Kindness’ and this theme will continue.
You may not already be aware that we have a play therapist in school twice weekly who offers
‘drop in’ sessions for any child who is seeking a little extra support.

